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INTRODUCTION

Globalization, technology, free trade, and consumerism have increasingly brought the world together. Today, individuals, organizations, and governments can move people, goods, services, and capital almost as if there were no international borders. Criminals, both petty and transnationally organized, can and do easily take advantage of the ability to do business anyplace, from anywhere, instantaneously.

Governments and law enforcement agencies have struggled to cope with the pressures of international crimes such as counterfeiting, illegal immigration, plane and vehicle theft, stolen art, and illicit trafficking of arms, nuclear materials, narcotics, aliens, and so on. Their failures empower mom-and-pop gangs, whether they are Latin American drug lords or Russian mafia, as well as more established groups, such as Italian organized crime, the Yakuza, and their U.S. counterparts, who are able to enter new markets and participate in new products and businesses, either alone or in joint ventures with other gangs. As politicians struggle to explain their inability to effectively control the growth of transnational crime, the rhetoric and efforts to develop an international money movement enforcement regime have increased.

Now law enforcement is fighting back. By designing and elaborating new enforcement and international cooperation regimes, agents hope to globalize and modernize laws and practices to the point where they can compete with criminals on an even playing field. One important area of cooperation has been the regulation of the international movement of money, for which national and international laws are relatively recent. These anti-money laundering (AML) laws reflect a steadfast commitment by world governments to combat illicit drug trafficking and other forms of criminal activity, especially as conducted by organized crime.

A major U.S. response to the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, was to pursue the money used by the perpetrators so that their supporters' ability to conduct future attacks would be diminished. The Bush administration initiated a series of agreements in international organizations, issued executive orders, and quickly passed sweeping legislation to curb the financing of terrorism. These counter-terrorism financial enforcement (CTFE) measures merged with the AML regime, with which they are closely linked by the similarity of their goals. This paper focuses on the new AML/CTFE regime, and how the United States and various intergovernmental organizations have extended existing AML laws and conventions to cover additional persons, products and situations, and to encompass new strategies and implementation mechanisms to cover CTFE concerns as well. As transnational crime and terrorism remain threats to national and personal security, the laundering of funds to support them will increase and the new AML/CTFE regime will expand accordingly, gathering a momentum of its own and interacting with other areas of law.

Part I of this article reviews some of the major U.S. government statutes and regulations in the AML realm, describing how they laid out and expanded
the due diligence requirements all financial institutions must meet. It goes on to
detail how these AML measures were merged into a new AML/CTFE regime
following the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001. In particular, I examine
the pertinent executive orders and infrastructural changes, as well as the enact-
ment of the USA PATRIOT Act. Part II identifies the key international organi-
zations whose work has catapulted this regime onto the worldwide stage,
including global institutions (like the United Nations and the Financial Action
Task Force on Money Laundering) and regional ones (such as those in Europe
and the Americas). Part III analyzes some enforcement actions undertaken to
combat money laundering and terrorist financing with a focus on the challenges
and difficulties they present for law enforcement officials. In Part IV, I describe
the ways in which the new AML/CTFE regime has affected my job as an inter-
national corporate lawyer and offer suggestions on how to improve the regime.

I. THE U.S. ANTI-MONEY LAUNDERING REGIME

Since the initiation of international anti-money laundering (AML) efforts in
the mid-1980's, various substantive mandates have been established.1 Nations
are now required to criminalize money laundering activities through the proac-
tive tracing, freezing, and seizing of the instrumentalities and proceeds of seri-
ous crime, and the forfeiting of them to law enforcement personnel.2 Financial
institutions and their employees must practice what is known as due diligence.
They are bound by law to help law enforcement officials by “knowing their cus-
tomers”; identifying and reporting suspicious transactions to authorities;
training employees; hiring compliance officers; and obtaining outside audits of
their compliance with AML standards. Neither governments nor financial insti-
tutions may cite secrecy or privacy as a reason for refusing to follow any of
these obligations.

The United States spurred the growth of the AML regime early on and has
been a leader in its expansion, both to cover more entities and activities, as well
as nations. Its main AML provisions are found in Titles 12, 18 and 31 of the
U.S. Code.

The Bank Secrecy Act of 1970 (BSA),3 a precursor to AML efforts, was
intended to deter money laundering and the use of secret foreign bank accounts
by improving the detection and investigation of criminal, tax, and regulatory

1. For background on some of the early AML law, see Bruce Zagaris & Sheila M. Castilla,
   Constructing an International Financial Enforcement Subregime: The Implementation of Anti-
2. The purpose of forfeiture is to disable the criminal from continuing to perpetrate crimes
   and to distribute to law enforcement and/or victims the ill-gotten gains. Indeed, a good portion of
   the budgets of law enforcement agencies in the U.S. and other countries comes from forfeiture, and
   an enormous cottage industry dealing with the freezing and forfeiture of assets has arisen. For
   background on AML forfeiture laws, see DAVID B. SMITH, PROSECUTION AND DEFENSE
violations. It demanded an investigative "paper trail" for large currency transactions by establishing regulatory reporting standards and requirements, and imposed civil and criminal penalties for noncompliance.  

The Money Laundering Control Act of 1986, part of the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986, created three new criminal offenses for money laundering activities by, through, or to a financial institution: knowingly helping launder money; knowingly engaging in (including by being willfully blind to) a transaction of more than $10,000 that involves property acquired through criminal activity; and structuring transactions to avoid the BSA reporting requirements.

The Anti-Drug Abuse Act strengthened the AML scheme by significantly increasing civil and criminal sanctions for laundering crimes and BSA violations, including forfeiture of "any property, real or personal, involved in a transaction or attempted transaction" in violation of the reporting laws; requiring more precise identification and recording of cash purchases of certain monetary instruments; allowing the Department of the Treasury to obligate financial institutions to file additional, geographically targeted reports; requiring Treasury to negotiate bilateral international agreements covering the recording of large U.S. currency transactions and the sharing of such information; and increasing the criminal sanctions for tax evasion when money from criminal activity is involved.

The Housing and Community Development Act of 1992 allows regulators to close or seize financial institutions that violate AML statutes by suspending or removing institution-affiliated parties who have violated the BSA, or been indicted for money laundering or criminal activity under it, and appointing a conservator or receiver, or by terminating the institution’s charges. The Act further forbids any individual convicted of money laundering from unauthorized participation in any federally insured institution.

Additionally, the Act requires Treasury to issue regulations compelling national banks and other depository institutions to identify which of their account holders (other than other depository institutions or regulated broker dealers) are non-bank financial institutions such as money transmitters or check cashing services. Pursuant to the Act, Treasury, along with the Federal Reserve, promulgated regulations obligating financial institutions and other entities that cash checks, transmit money, or perform similar services to maintain records of domestic and international wire transfers so that these can be made available for law enforcement investigations. The Act also established a BSA Advisory

4. See, for example, I.R.S. CURRENCY TRANSACTION REPORT FORM 4789, which requires banks to report any transfer of funds in an amount greater than $10,000. In some instances, this monetary threshold can sink as low as $3,000. 31 C.F.R. § 103.29 (2003).
Group that includes representatives from the departments of Treasury and Justice and the Office of National Drug Control Policy and other interested persons and financial institutions. The group’s main goal is to develop harmonious private-public cooperation to prevent money laundering.

The Act also gave Treasury the authority to require financial institutions to adopt AML programs that include internal policies, procedures, and controls; designation of a compliance officer; continuation of an ongoing employee training program; and an independent audit function to test the adequacy of the program. Financial institutions and their employees are also required to file suspicious activity reports on transactions relevant to possible violations of law or regulations. However, the Act protects institutions and their employees from civil suits arising from such reports. The American Bankers' Association and the banking industry had long sought such a safe harbor. Yet a financial institution or employee may not disclose to the subject of a referral or grand jury subpoena that a criminal referral has been filed or a grand jury investigation has been started concerning a possible crime of money laundering or violation of the BSA. Employees who improperly disclose information concerning a grand jury subpoena for bank records are subject to prosecution.

Together, the above-mentioned requirements comprise the due diligence standards imposed on institutions covered by AML laws. They represent far-reaching mandates of information-sharing between private entities and governmental law enforcement agencies. They override privacy statutes in the name of enhanced crime-fighting capabilities. They also erode the contractual and ethical principles of privacy and confidentiality that are important to banks, financial institutions and intermediaries, as well as professionals involved in the international transfer of wealth.

Thus, when new regulations were proposed in 1998 that would have required banks and eventually other financial institutions to develop “Know Your Customer” programs, the industry balked. Bankers knew what broad implications for private banking and offshore accounts the imposition of such requirements would have in forcing them to design, implement, and regularly update and adjust their “Know Your Customer” internal control systems. Due to enor-


mous opposition from an unusual coalition of private sector groups from both the far left and far right, the proposed regulations were withdrawn.\textsuperscript{14}

But not for long. Just two and a half years later, the USA PATRIOT Act\textsuperscript{15} amended section 352 of the BSA, requiring financial institutions to practice enhanced due diligence on high-risk products, including those aimed at servicing persons on certain lists of designated terrorists and Senior Foreign Political Figures (also known as Politically Exposed Persons); private banking clients; certain financial intermediaries; foreign shell banks; foreign correspondent accounts; as well as transactions with non-cooperative countries and territories.\textsuperscript{16} Although not quite as stringent as the earlier proposed regulations would have been, the new requirements were similar in many respects and indeed are often referred to as "Know Your Customer" rules.\textsuperscript{17}

American leadership on the international financial enforcement front peaked in 2001 with new withholding regulations that had a dramatic impact on foreign investment in the United States. They required foreign investors to reveal the ultimate beneficial ownership of complex structures that include multiple layers of businesses or else incur a 31\% withholding tax on all receipts from their U.S. investments, including dividends, capital gains, royalties, and interest.\textsuperscript{18} Fiduciaries and their counsel had to review over 200 pages of extremely complex rules that distinguish among complex, simple, and grantor trusts and repeatedly cross-reference various sections of the Internal Revenue Code and Internal Revenue Service regulations.\textsuperscript{19} Understanding the dense and complicated language was all the more difficult for non-English speakers. Hence, there arose a proliferation of model "Know Your Customer" agreements with countries less than ninety days before the regulations took effect.\textsuperscript{20}

Banks and fiduciaries also needed to enforce the Qualifying Intermediary Regulations by implementing a new bureaucracy, complete with regular audits


\textsuperscript{16} The FATF later incorporated the idea into its 2003 revision of its Recommendations. See Press Release, Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, New Anti-Money Laundering Standards Released (June 20, 2003), available at http://www.oecd.org/document/25/0,2340,en_2649_201185_27894011_1_1,00.html.

\textsuperscript{17} See Basel Committee on Banking Supervision, Customer Due Diligence for Banks (2001); Basel Committee on Banking Supervision, Consolidated KYC Risk Management (2003) (a supplement to the former).


\textsuperscript{19} To better comprehend how difficult it was for the industry to understand the new rules, see Citibank Switzerland, New US Regulations on US Withholding Tax on Dividends and Interest as of 1 January 2001 (2000), available at http://www.citibank.com/ipb/europe/pdf/swiss/non_us_help.pdf.

by the IRS or another entity approved by the IRS.\textsuperscript{21} Simultaneously, they had to review, with the aid of newly-purchased bureaucratic software, the latest changes to the U.S. unilateral extraterritorial export control laws such as the Foreign Narcotics Kingpin Designation Act.\textsuperscript{22} They also had to buy separate software and hire separate compliance officers for the Office of Foreign Asset Control regulations. Indeed, due to the complex nature of the two sets of regulations, it would be foolhardy to try to implement both through one compliance officer.

II. THE U.S. COUNTER-TERRORISM FINANCIAL ENFORCEMENT REGIME\textsuperscript{23}

Shortly after the September 11, 2001, terrorist attacks, President Bush issued a series of executive orders extending CTFE laws, which are intended to dry up the funding of terrorists and terrorist organizations. These orders were followed by the establishment of new investigative teams in numerous law enforcement agencies and the passage of the USA PATRIOT Act, which criminalized various business and financial transactions, expanded law enforcement powers, and imposed new due diligence measures on the private sector that weakened privacy and confidentiality laws and increased penalties for non-compliance with regulatory efforts.

A. U.S. Sanctions Against Terrorists and Terrorist Organizations\textsuperscript{24}

On September 24, 2001, President George W. Bush issued an executive order that immediately froze U.S. financial assets of, and prohibited U.S. transactions with, twenty-seven different entities.\textsuperscript{25} The listed entities included terrorist organizations, individual terrorist leaders, a corporation that serves as a front for terrorism, and several nonprofit organizations.\textsuperscript{26} The executive order was issued under the authority of the International Emergency Economic Powers Act\textsuperscript{27}, the National Emergencies Act,\textsuperscript{28} section 5 of the United Nations Participation Act of 1945, as amended,\textsuperscript{29} and Title 3, section 301 of the U.S. Code.

\begin{itemize}
\item 23. This section is derived substantially from Bruce Zagaris, The Merging of the Counter-Terrorism and Anti-Money-Laundering Regimes, 34 L. & Pol’y Int’l Bus. 45, 48-73 (2002).
\end{itemize}

The Administration believed, as it still does, that many of the targeted terrorist individuals and groups, such as Osama bin Laden and Al Qaeda, operate primarily overseas and have little money in the United States.31 As a result, it announced to foreign governments that elected not to block these terrorists' ability to access funds in foreign accounts, or to share information, that the United States has the authority to freeze a foreign bank's assets and transactions in the United States. Legally, the executive order authorizes this action by empowering the Secretary of the Treasury, in consultation with the Secretary of State and the Attorney General, to take whatever action may be necessary or appropriate.32

The following persons are subject to the blocking order: (1) foreign persons determined by the Secretary of State to have committed, or to pose a significant risk of committing, acts of terrorism that threaten the security of the United States, its foreign policy, economy, or citizens; (2) persons determined by the Secretary of the Treasury to be owned or controlled by, or to act for or on behalf of any persons listed under the order or any other persons determined to be subject to it; (3) persons determined by the Secretary of the Treasury to assist in, sponsor, or provide financial, material, or technological support for, or financial or other services to or in support of, such acts of terrorism or those persons listed under the order or determined to be subject to it; (4) persons determined by the Secretary of the Treasury to be otherwise associated with those persons listed under the order or determined to be subject to it.33

The executive order's other principal prohibitions include: (1) transacting or dealing in blocked property either by U.S. entities (including overseas branches, but not foreign subsidiaries) or within the United States; (2) for American entities and those in the United States only, evading or avoiding, or attempting to evade or avoid, any of the order's prohibitions; (3) conspiring to violate any of the order's prohibitions; and (4) making donations intended to relieve human suffering to persons listed under the order or determined to be subject to it.34

Practically speaking, the terrorist sanctions introduced by Executive Order 13,224 largely overlap already existing U.S. terrorist sanctions administered by the Department of Treasury Office of Foreign Assets Control; those sanctions include the Terrorism Sanctions Regulations35 and the Foreign Terrorist Organizations Sanctions Regulations.36 Under the Terrorism Sanctions Regulations,

31. Id. at 790; Remarks, supra note 26.
33. Id. at 787.
34. Id. at 788. The last prohibition only applies to donations made by U.S. nationals. Id.
the office blocks the property of persons posing a significant risk of disrupting the Middle East peace process. Under the Foreign Terrorist Organizations Sanctions Regulations, U.S. financial institutions must block all funds in which foreign terrorist organizations have an interest. Most of the persons listed in the executive order were already listed as specially designated global terrorists under the Terrorism Sanctions Regulations or as foreign terrorist organizations under the Foreign Terrorist Organizations Sanctions Regulations.37

But the new sanctions also significantly expanded on existing ones. First, they are broader than the Terrorism Sanctions Regulations because their reach extends beyond terrorists that pose a significant risk of disrupting the Middle East peace process. Second, and most importantly, the sanctions are broader than the Foreign Terrorist Organizations Sanctions Regulations in that they require blocking actions by all U.S. entities, not just financial institutions. Third, the new sanctions make it easier to designate more individuals as terrorists because anyone "associated" with terrorists can be listed. Now, the U.S. government may block the U.S. assets of, and bar U.S. market access to, foreign banks that can be linked to terrorists in any way, unless they agree to freeze those terrorists' assets. While foreign subsidiaries appear to be beyond the scope of the executive order, any link between them and a terrorist could be treated as an "association" warranting sanction.

B. New U.S. Investigative Teams Targeting Terrorist Financial Networks38

Creating lists of terrorists is not enough to establish a working CTFE regime; the proper infrastructure is also necessary to undertake this work successfully. To that end, the United States has established new intra- and interagency groups, such as the Policy Coordinating Committee on Terrorist Financing and Operation Green Quest, to prioritize the identification of terrorists and the blocking of their finances.39 To organize the high-level effort against terrorist financing, the National Security Council established the Policy Coordinating Committee on Terrorist Financing soon after the attacks of September 11. Its purpose is to vet, approve, and recommend proposed strategic policy relating to terrorist financing, and to coordinate U.S. efforts in that direction.40

37. For a complete and current list of individuals and organizations subject to blocking orders promulgated under the authority of Executive Order 13,224, the Terrorism Sanctions Regulations, the Terrorism List Governments Sanctions Regulations, and the Foreign Terrorist Organizations Sanctions Regulations, see OFFICE OF FOREIGN ASSETS CONTROL, WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT U.S. SANCTIONS, available at http://www.treas.gov/offices/eoffic/ofac/sanctions/terrorism.html (n.d.) [hereinafter OFAC List].

38. This section is derived substantially from Bruce Zagaris, U.S. Forms New Investigative Team to Target Terrorist Financial Networks, 17 INT'L ENFORCEMENT L. REP. 519 (2001).


40. See Aufhauser, supra note 39, at 5.
In October 2001, the U.S. Treasury Department created a new investigative team to target terrorist organizations fronting as legitimate businesses and organizations. Operation Green Quest includes prosecutors from the Justice Department as well as investigators from the Internal Revenue Service, the Customs Service, the Federal Bureau of Investigation, and other agencies. By taking a systems-oriented approach, the group tackles terrorist financing in a different manner from other similar agencies. It is intended to be proactive, identifying future sources of terrorist financing and dismantling their activities before they can take root. Thus, it has targeted activities that have been connected with terrorist financing, such as counterfeiting, credit card fraud, drug trafficking, and cash smuggling, as well as illicit charities and financial institutions, and hawalas, the undocumented asset transfers common in the Middle East and Asia.

The FBI has also established its own CTFE agency: the Terrorist Financing Operations Section (TFOS) of the FBI's Counterterrorism Division. TFOS participates on the Policy Coordinating Committee on Terrorism Financing and serves as a mini-version of that body within the FBI. It also provides intelligence and investigative support to field offices, other agencies, and foreign governments. TFOS's work has led to many successful law enforcement actions. With the assistance of foreign authorities, TFOS disrupted Al Qaeda financing in the United Arab Emirates, Pakistan, Afghanistan, and Indonesia. In the United States, TFOS efforts have resulted in the dismantling of a Hezbollah procurement and fund-raising network tied to cigarette smuggling and a charity that was sending money to Al Qaeda.

The establishment of the task forces illustrates the depth of the U.S. commitment to CTFE and dedication to combining the many areas of expertise of various agencies to maximize success. The government is training investigators to think in new ways, developing international relationships, and cooperating with the private sector. But these efforts face a daunting infrastructural challenge in the enormous reorganization of the U.S. government made necessary by the establishment of the Department of Homeland Security, which has led to turf wars, funding and staffing problems, and demoralization. It is hoped that the new Executive Office for Terrorist Financing and Financial Crimes within the

42. Gurule, supra note 39, at 10.
43. See Spiegel, supra note 41.
44. Id.
46. Id. at 4-5.
47. Id.
48. Id. at 12.
Department of the Treasury can successfully lead U.S. AML/CTFE efforts during the transition period and beyond.\textsuperscript{50}

\textbf{C. The USA PATRIOT Act}\textsuperscript{51}

On October 26, 2001, President George W. Bush signed the USA PATRIOT Act into law.\textsuperscript{52} Title III of the Act, concerning efforts designed to combat international money laundering and terrorism financing, greatly strengthened the CTFE regime and even more fully incorporated AML schemes into it, such as through enhanced due diligence requirements.

Section 311 of the Act added a new section, 5318A, to the Bank Secrecy Act. This section gives the Secretary of the Treasury discretionary authority to impose one or more of five special measures on foreign jurisdictions or their institutions, foreign financial institutions, or one or more types of accounts, if he determines that the entity poses a “primary money laundering concern” to the United States. The special measures include: (1) requiring additional record-keeping or reporting for particular transactions; (2) requiring identification of the foreign beneficial owners of certain accounts at a U.S. financial institution; (3) requiring identification of customers of a foreign bank who use an interbank payable-through account opened by a foreign bank at a U.S. bank; (4) requiring the identification of customers of a foreign bank who use certain correspondent accounts opened by that foreign bank at a U.S. bank; and (5) after consultation with the Secretary of State, the Attorney General, and the Chairman of the Federal Reserve Board, restricting or prohibiting the establishment or maintenance of certain interbank correspondent or payable-through accounts. Measures (1) through (4) cannot be imposed for more than 120 days except by regulation, and measure (5) may only be imposed by regulation.

Section 313 added subsection (j) to 31 U.S.C. § 5318 to prohibit depository institutions and securities brokers and dealers operating in the United States from establishing, maintaining, administering, or managing correspondent accounts for foreign shell banks, other than shell bank vehicles affiliated with recognized and regulated depository institutions. On December 14, 2002, final rules were issued on obtaining certain information with respect to correspondent accounts for foreign shell banks.\textsuperscript{53} As evidence that terrorist supporters use shell banks and correspondent accounts to collect and move money, Treasury cited its November 7, 2001, listing of Bank al-Taqwa, a Bahamian-based shell bank, as a terrorist financing source.\textsuperscript{54}


\textsuperscript{51} This section is derived substantially from Bruce Zagaris, U.S. Enacts Counterterrorism Act with Significant New International Provisions, 17 INT'L ENFORCEMENT L. REP. 522 (2001).


\textsuperscript{53} 31 C.F.R. § 103 (2002).

Pursuant to section 314, the Secretary of the Treasury issued regulations on September 26, 2002, to encourage cooperation among financial institutions, financial regulators, and law enforcement officials, and to permit the sharing of information by law enforcement and regulatory authorities with those institutions regarding persons reasonably suspected, on the basis of credible evidence, of engaging in terrorist acts or money laundering activities.\(^{55}\) The section also allows—with notice to the Secretary of the Treasury—the sharing among banks of information regarding possible terrorist or money laundering activity and requires the Secretary of the Treasury to publish a semi-annual report containing a detailed analysis of patterns of suspicious activity and other appropriate investigatory insights derived from suspicious activity reports and law enforcement investigations. These provisions give financial institutions and their employees a "qualified" safe harbor protection from liability when they provide information to another institution about a former employee's employment record.\(^{56}\)

Thus, Treasury significantly expanded the role of the Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN), an information conduit between law enforcement and financial institutions.\(^{57}\) To obtain customer account information, federal law enforcement agencies had merely to submit a form to FinCEN that required them only to identify the agency and certify that the information pertained to a case concerning money laundering or terrorism.\(^{58}\) After it received the form, FinCEN would ask financial institutions and businesses to supply information on the relevant accounts or transactions.\(^{59}\)

However, the system proved problematic. Financial institutions received many information requests per day, often addressed to the wrong person, and had only a week to respond.\(^{60}\) In response to complaints from the American Bankers Association,\(^{61}\) FinCEN stopped all such information requests from U.S. law enforcement agencies for four months in order to retool the system to give financial institutions more time and to solve other problems.\(^{62}\) Since then, the

---

\(^{55}\) 31 C.F.R. §§ 103.100, 103.110 (2002).

\(^{56}\) See Robert B. Serino, Money Laundering, Terrorism, & Fraud, ABA Bank Compliance 22 (Mar/April 2002).

\(^{57}\) See FINANCIAL CRIMES ENFORCEMENT NETWORK (FinCEN), 2003-2008 STRATEGIC PLAN (2003). Treasury has also promised to provide the financial sector with more information, such as typologies of money laundering or terrorist financing schemes and updates on the latest criminal trends. See Jimmy Gurulé, Under Secretary for Enforcement, Department of the Treasury, Speech Before the American Bankers' Association Money Laundering Conference (Oct. 22, 2001), at http://usembassy.state.gov/colombia/wwwsjg02.shtml.

\(^{58}\) To Relief of Many, U.S. Treasury Halts Flood of '314(a)' Requests, 14 MONEY LAUNDERING ALERT 1 (Dec. 2002).

\(^{59}\) Id.


system has been used to share the names of over 250 persons suspected of terrorist financing and has resulted in over 1,700 matches, 700 tips, and 500 case referrals that were passed on to law enforcement officials.\(^{63}\) In addition, under its new CTFE powers, FinCEN has supported over 2,600 terrorism investigations and the expansion of the suspicious activity report regime has resulted in financial institutions filing over 2,600 such reports on possible terrorist financing.\(^{64}\)

Several sections of the USA PATRIOT Act broadened the reach of law enforcement and the judiciary. Section 315 amended 18 U.S.C. § 1956 to add foreign criminal offenses and certain U.S. export control violations, customs, firearm, computer, and other offenses to the list of crimes that are "specified unlawful activities" for purposes of the criminal money laundering provisions. The broadening of predicate offenses for criminalizing money laundering enabled U.S. prosecutors to help foreign law enforcement agencies who might otherwise have difficulty prosecuting someone or seizing funds outside their country.\(^{65}\)

Section 317 gave U.S. courts extraterritorial jurisdiction over foreign persons committing money laundering offenses in the United States, over foreign banks opening bank accounts, and over foreign persons who convert assets ordered forfeited by a U.S. court. It also permits a U.S. court dealing with such foreign persons to issue a pre-trial restraining order or take other action necessary to preserve property in the United States to satisfy an ultimate judgment. In addition, section 318 expands the definition of financial institution for purposes of 18 U.S.C. sections 1956 and 1957 to include those operating outside of the United States.

Section 319 amended U.S. asset forfeiture law\(^{66}\) so that funds deposited by foreign banks in interbank accounts at U.S. banks are now treated as having been deposited in the United States for purposes of the forfeiture rules.\(^{67}\) For example, if a terrorist has money in a foreign bank that has a correspondent account at a U.S. bank, a federal court can now order the U.S. bank to seize the foreign bank’s money. The foreign bank is then expected to recover its money by debiting the terrorist’s account.\(^{68}\) The terrorist, but not the bank, can oppose

---

\(^{63}\) Aufhauser, supra note 39, at 8-9, 11.

\(^{64}\) Id. at 11.

\(^{65}\) Dismantling the Financial Infrastructure of Terrorism: Hearing Before the House Comm. on Fin. Servs., 107th Cong. 7 (2001) (statement of Michael Chertoff, Assistant Attorney General, Criminal Division, U.S. Department of Justice).


\(^{67}\) See United States v. All Funds in Account Nos. 747.034/278, 747.009/278, & 747.714/278 in Banco Espanol de Credito, Spain, 295 F.3d 23 (D.C. Cir. 2002) (upholding jurisdiction of U.S. courts to order forfeiture of property located in foreign countries); see also The Financial War on Terrorism & the Administration’s Implementation of the Anti-Money Laundering Provisions of the USA PATRIOT Act: Hearing Before the Senate Comm. on Banking, Housing & Urban Affairs, 107th Cong. 7 (2002) (statement of Michael Chertoff, Assistant Attorney General, Criminal Division, U.S. Department of Justice) (describing a case of Belizean money launderers whose assets were made recoverable by the Act).

the forfeiture action. The Attorney General and Secretary of the Treasury are authorized to issue a summons or subpoena to any such foreign bank and to seek records, wherever located, that relate to such a correspondent account.69

Section 325 authorized the Secretary of the Treasury to issue regulations concerning the maintenance of concentration accounts by U.S. depository institutions to ensure such accounts are not used to prevent association of the identity of an individual customer with the movement of funds of which the customer is the direct or beneficial owner.70 Similarly, pursuant to section 326, the Secretary of the Treasury promulgated final rules establishing minimum standards for financial institutions and their customers regarding the identity of customers who open new accounts.71 The standards require financial institutions to verify customers' identities, consult with lists of known and suspected terrorists at account openings, and maintain records.

Finally, section 373 of the Act amended 18 U.S.C. § 1960 to prohibit unlicensed money services businesses. In addition, such businesses must file suspicious activity reports with law enforcement officials.72 Pursuant to section 356, the Secretary of the Treasury promulgated final rules requiring broker-dealers to also file suspicious activity reports.73 In the future, Treasury will issue similar regulations regarding futures commission merchants, commodity trading advisors, commodity pool operators, and investment companies.

III. INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

Intergovernmental organizations (IGOs) have played a key role in conceptualizing and creating the international AML and CTFE enforcement regimes through conventions, resolutions, and recommendations.74 By establishing standards, mechanisms and institutions to deal with the transnational problems of money laundering and terrorist financing, they set the framework for the necessary international cooperation. Although these standards have traditionally been comprised of "soft law," in recent years IGOs have started to impose compliance regimes through evaluation mechanisms, "naming and shaming," and economic sanctions.

In particular, a major development in 2000 was the almost simultaneous issuance of blacklists against non-cooperative countries and territories. One after another, the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development is-

69. In relation to forfeiture, section 320 amended 18 U.S.C. § 981 to allow the United States to institute forfeiture proceedings against any proceeds of foreign predicate offenses located in the U.S., and section 323 allowed the government to seek a restraining order to preserve the availability of property subject to a foreign forfeiture confiscation judgment.
70. Treasury has not yet issued any such regulations.
72. Id.
73. Id.
74. For background on the work of international organizations in the AML realm, see William C. Gilmore, Dirty Money: The Evolution of Money Laundering Countermeasures (2d ed. 1999).
sued its harmful tax competition initiative with a list of tax havens that did not agree to make a public commitment to bring their practices into compliance, the Financial Stability Forum issued its report on offshore financial centers, classifying them into three levels of compliance with international standards; and the Financial Action Task Force on Money Laundering issued its list of fifteen non-complying countries. The simultaneous issuance of blacklists was an attempt to jumpstart the merging of the AML and CTFE regimes, conferring on soft laws a greater status in international law and politics.

However, since AML and CTFE laws have developed at such a rapid rate, there are inconsistencies in legislation, implementation, and enforcement that present difficulties for international cooperation. Further, legal systems differ in their organization, procedures, substantive law, and cultural traditions. A nation with an Islamic legal system and another rooted in the common law may have difficulty bridging differences in their concepts of the proper procedures and ultimate goals. Reaching an understanding on these issues can also be extremely difficult because privacy and confidentiality laws, along with AML and asset forfeiture statutes, often encompass competing societal objectives.

As IGOs continue to strive for uniform legislation for the AML regime, many of the gaps and obstacles that arise from conflicts of laws will be resolved. This will take time, however, since the normal course for creating international legal norms has been to agree initially on narrow sets of legal principles and policies and then to broaden them. Already, cooperation has increased substantially, especially in the western hemisphere, among regional groups that share similar institutions and legal systems, and that interact within a common criminal justice organization. Indeed, the efforts of IGOs such as the United Nations, the European Union, and the Financial Action Task Force on Money Laundering have been largely responsible for the international acceptance of the AML/CTFE regime.

A. Global Organizations

1. The United Nations

a. Conventions

The United Nations pioneered international AML cooperation with the 1988 Vienna Convention Against Illicit Traffic in Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances, which requires signatories to criminalize money laundering and immobilize the assets of persons involved in illegal narcotics trafficking.

75. ORGANISATION FOR ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT, TOWARDS GLOBAL TAX CO-OPERATION, REPORT TO THE 2000 MINISTERIAL COUNCIL MEETING AND RECOMMENDATIONS BY THE COMMITTEE ON FISCAL AFFAIRS: PROGRESS IN IDENTIFYING AND ELIMINATING HARMFUL TAX PRACTICES (2000).

76. FINANCIAL STABILITY FORUM, REPORT OF THE WORKING GROUP ON OFFSHORE FINANCIAL CENTRES (Apr. 5, 2000); see also BENNETT, supra note 21, at 159-63.

77. FINANCIAL ACTION TASK FORCE ON MONEY LAUNDERING, REVIEW TO IDENTIFY NON-COOPERATIVE COUNTRIES OR TERRITORIES (June 22, 2000).

Because the Convention was an initial effort and the participating governments so diverse, there are differences in each country's criminalization of money laundering, extent of scienter required, enforcement methods, number of convictions, and range of punishments. Nevertheless, subsequent efforts have drawn from the Vienna Convention and utilize wherever possible the same terminology and systematic approach.

The 1999 International Convention for the Suppression of the Financing of Terrorism prohibits direct involvement or complicity in the international and unlawful provision or collection of funds, attempted or actual, with the intent or knowledge that any part of the funds may be used to carry out any of the offenses described in the Convention, such as those acts intended to cause death or serious bodily injury to any person not actively involved in armed conflict in order to intimidate a population, and any act intended to compel a government or an international organization to take action or abstain from taking action. Offenses are deemed to be extraditable crimes, and signatories must establish their jurisdiction over them, make them punishable by appropriate penalties, take alleged offenders into custody, prosecute or extradite them, cooperate in preventive measures and countermeasures, and exchange information and evidence needed in related criminal proceedings.

The Convention also requires each signatory to take appropriate measures, in accordance with its domestic legal principles, for the detection, freezing, seizure, and forfeiture of any funds used or allocated for the purposes of committing the listed offenses. Article 18(1) requires signatories to subject financial institutions and other professionals to "Know Your Customer" requirements and the filing of suspicious transaction reports. Additionally, article 18(2) requires signatories to cooperate in preventing the financing of terrorism insofar as the licensing of money service businesses and other measures to detect or monitor cross-border transactions are concerned.

Another treaty with important AML/CTFE provisions is the 2000 Palermo Convention Against Transnational Organized Crime, which contains three supplementary protocols: one to prevent, suppress and punish trafficking in persons, especially women and children; another to stop the smuggling of migrants by land, sea and air; and a third to stop the illicit manufacturing of and trafficking in firearms, their parts and components and ammunition.

This convention seeks to strengthen the power of governments to combat serious crimes by providing a basis for stronger common action against money laundering through synchronized national definitions of such crimes. Signatory countries pledge to: (1) criminalize offenses committed by organized crime

81. Id.
groups, including corruption and corporate or company offenses; (2) combat money laundering and seize the proceeds of crime; (3) accelerate and extend the scope of extradition; (4) protect witnesses testifying against criminal groups; (5) strengthen cooperation to locate and prosecute suspects; (6) enhance prevention of organized crime at the national and international levels; and (7) develop a series of protocols containing measures to combat specific acts of transnational organized crime. The signatories must establish regulatory regimes to deter and detect all forms of money laundering, including customer identification, record keeping, and reporting of suspicious transactions. In these respects, the Convention’s provisions are similar to those found in the Forty Recommendations of the Financial Action Task Force on Money Laundering.83

In addition to conventions, the U.N. Office on Drugs and Crime has drafted model laws such as the Model Legislation on Laundering, Confiscation and International Cooperation in Relation to the Proceeds of Crime84 and, in response to its expansion into the realm of CTFE, the Model Money-Laundering, Proceeds of Crime and Terrorist Financing Bill.85 The Office on Drugs and Crime provides technical assistance on legislative drafting, financial intelligence, capacity building, and a range of services to help governments and law enforcement agencies implement their obligations under the Vienna Convention and related AML initiatives.86

b. Security Council Resolution 137387

On September 12, 2001, the United Nations Security Council adopted Resolution 1368, condemning the attacks of the day before and calling on all states to work together to quickly bring to justice those who perpetrated them, as well as those “responsible for aiding, supporting or harbouring the perpetrators.”88 The resolution also called on the international community to increase efforts “to prevent and suppress terrorist acts including by increased cooperation and full implementation of the relevant international anti-terrorist conventions and Security Council resolutions.”89 Finally, the resolution expressed the Security

87. This section is derived substantially from Bruce Zagaris, The United Nations Acts to Combat Terrorism, 17 INT’L ENFORCEMENT L. REP. 469 (2001) and Bruce Zagaris, UN Security Council Hears Progress of Counter-Terrorism Committee, 18 INT’L ENFORCEMENT L. REP. 113 (2002).
Council’s preparedness to take “all necessary steps to respond to the terrorist attacks of 11 September 2001, and to combat all forms of terrorism.”

On September 28, 2001, the Security Council adopted the United States sponsored Resolution 1373, which called on all member states to: (1) prevent and suppress the financing of terrorism; (2) freeze without delay the resources of terrorists and terror organizations; (3) prohibit anyone from making funds available to terrorist organizations; (4) suppress the recruitment of new members by terrorism organizations and eliminate their weapon supplies; (5) deny safe haven to those who finance, plan, support or commit terrorist acts, or provide safe haven to terrorists; (6) afford one another the greatest measure of assistance in criminal investigations involving terrorism; (7) prevent the movement of terrorists or terrorist groups by effective border controls and control over travel documentation; and (8) cooperate in any campaign against terrorists, including one involving the use of force.

While it contains strong language, the resolution still has gray areas, such as its failure to define the term “terrorist.” Invoking Chapter 7 of the U.N. Charter, which requires all members states to cooperate and gives the Security Council authority to take action, including the use of force, against those who refuse to do so, the resolution drew on several commitments that have already been made in treaties and past resolutions and made them immediately binding on all member states. Many of its clauses require changes in national laws, such as those dealing with border controls and asylum.

From an implementation perspective, an important aspect of Resolution 1373 is the establishment of the Counter-Terrorism Committee (CTC) of the Security Council, consisting of each member of the Council, to monitor member states' implementation of the resolution. The CTC is divided into three five-member subcommittees, each of which oversees one-third of the U.N. member states. All member states must report to the CTC on the steps they have taken toward implementation, and it is the duty of the CTC to review these reports and advise the appropriate subcommittees on whether it should follow up with a particular member state to achieve compliance with the resolution, and whether the member state requires assistance in that regard. Although the CTC will not define terrorism in a legal sense, its work will help develop minimum standards for an international CTFE regime.


90. S.C. Res. 1368, supra note 88, at § 5.


93. Human Rights Watch has noted the possibility that these changes may involve new and overbroad statutes that will impinge on basic liberties. HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH, IN THE NAME OF COUNTER-TERRORISM: HUMAN RIGHTS ABUSES WORLDWIDE, 4-5 (2003).


2. Financial Action Task Force on Money Laundering\textsuperscript{96}

In 1989, the G7\textsuperscript{97} established the Financial Action Task Force on Money Laundering (FATF) to serve as an international clearinghouse for ideas and recommendations on how to curtail money laundering.\textsuperscript{98} But in keeping with the post-September 11 international trend of merging AML and CTFE regimes, the FATF has since expanded its mission to include efforts to stem terrorist financing. Operationally, the FATF relies on a sophisticated network of FATF-style regional bodies throughout the world\textsuperscript{99} to elaborate typologies charting money laundering trends and formulate appropriate responses and mutual evaluations.

The FATF’s recently updated Forty Recommendations,\textsuperscript{100} when combined with the eight Special Recommendations on Terrorist Financing,\textsuperscript{101} create a comprehensive laundry list of every major step nations and institutions should take to combat money laundering and terrorist financing. They cover ratification of international agreements, criminalization of relevant activities, due diligence requirements and the kinds of financial institutions that are bound to meet them, assistance to foreign countries, implementation of terrorist list sanctions, and so on. Each FATF member must self-assess its compliance with the Recommendations and report to the FATF, which will then “name and shame” non-cooperating countries and territories (NCCTs).\textsuperscript{102}

If an NCCT does not take effective measures to address and solve the problems the FATF views as non-compliance with the world AML/CTFE re-

\textsuperscript{96} This section is derived substantially from Bruce Zagaris, \textit{FATF Adopts New Standards to Combat Terrorist Financing}, 17 INT’L ENFORCEMENT L. REP. 493 (2001).

\textsuperscript{97} The G7, now the G8 with the addition of Russia, was comprised of heads of state of the United States, Canada, Japan, France, Germany, Italy, Britain, and the European Community. \textit{G8 INFORMATION CENTER, WHAT IS THE G8?}, at http://www.g7.utoronto.ca/what_is_g8.html (last modified Nov. 7, 2003).

\textsuperscript{98} \textit{FINANCIAL ACTION TASK FORCE ON MONEY LAUNDERING, MORE ABOUT THE FATF AND ITS WORK}, at http://wwwl.oecd.org/fatf/AboutFATF_en.htm (last modified Aug. 25, 2003). The FATF currently has 31 member countries and territories. Id.

\textsuperscript{99} These include the Caribbean FATF, the FATF in South America, the Asia/Pacific Group on Money Laundering, the Eastern and Southern Africa Anti-Money Laundering Group, and the MONEYVAL Committee. In addition to the organizations discussed herein, the G8, the G20, the International Monetary Fund, the World Bank, the World Customs Organization, the Commonwealth Secretariat, Europol, Interpol, the International Organization of Securities Commissions, the Financial Stability Forum, the Egmont Group of Financial Intelligence Units, the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision, the Offshore Group of Banking Supervisors, the European Central Bank, and various development banks play important roles in developing the international AML/CTFE regime through raising awareness, developing methodologies, building institutional capacity, and research and development. Id.

\textsuperscript{100} \textit{FINANCIAL ACTION TASK FORCE ON MONEY LAUNDERING, THE FORTY RECOMMENDATIONS} (2003), at http://wwwl.oecd.org/fatf/4ORecs_en.htm.

\textsuperscript{101} \textit{FINANCIAL ACTION TASK FORCE ON MONEY LAUNDERING, SPECIAL RECOMMENDATIONS ON TERRORIST FINANCING} (2001), at http://wwwl.oecd.org/fatf/SRecsTF_en.htm.

\textsuperscript{102} For the current list of NCCTs, see \textit{FINANCIAL ACTION TASK FORCE ON MONEY LAUNDERING, NON-COOPERATIVE COUNTRIES AND TERRITORIES}, at http://wwwl.oecd.org/fatf/NCCT_en.htm#List (last visited Jan 26, 2004). In deciding whether or not to identify a country or territory as non-cooperative, the FATF considers twenty-five criteria; further criteria govern removal from the list of NCCTs. \textit{SEE FINANCIAL ACTION TASK FORCE ON MONEY LAUNDERING, ANNUAL REVIEW OF NON-COOPERATIVE COUNTRIES OR TERRITORIES} (2003), at http://wwwl.oecd.org/fatf/pdf/NCCT 2003_en.pdf.
gime, the FATF can recommend that counter-measures be taken against the NCCT. These sanctions punish entities located within NCCTs by establishing enhanced due diligence requirements for financial institutions that deal with them and notification to their business partners that they may be money launderers. 103 These measures have been in effect against Nauru since December 2001, 104 and other nations, such as Ukraine and Myanmar, have been threatened with them. 105 In 2002, the FATF, in partnership with the World Bank and International Monetary Fund, created a new methodology to assess nations’ compliance with AML/CTFE standards, drawing heavily from the FATF’s Forty Recommendations and eight Special Recommendations on Terrorist Financing, as well as international conventions. 106 The FATF will utilize this methodology in future NCCT evaluations and the International Monetary Fund and World Bank have included it as part of their own assessments of their members in pursuance of a one-year pilot program ending November 2003. 107

B. Regional Organizations

Regional organizations have been important actors in formulating and implementing AML and CTFE regimes. Organizations with universal membership can have difficulty designing and implementing policies and laws that are customized to the needs of various regions because each one has unique institutions, legal systems, and cultures. By working more closely with area states, a regional organization can gain the respect of governmental and non-governmental actors, increasing the level of its authority and effectiveness in accomplishing regional priorities. This cooperation is essential to the success of the new AML/CTFE regime. 108

1. Europe


103. Id. at 23.
104. Id. at 19-20.
106. FINANCIAL ACTION TASK FORCE ON MONEY LAUNDERING, METHODOLOGY FOR ASSESSING COMPLIANCE WITH ANTI-MONEY LAUNDERING AND COMBATING THE FINANCING OF TERRORISM STANDARDS (2002).
108. For additional discussion of the interplay between national governments, and inter- and non-governmental organizations, see Bruce Zagaris, INTERNATIONAL MONEY LAUNDERING, IN INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS: A COMPARATIVE APPROACH TO THE MANAGEMENT OF COOPERATION 138-42 (Robert S. Jordan ed., 2001).
in December 2001,\textsuperscript{110} is significant in its breadth; it applies due diligence requirements to numerous actors in the private sector, including lawyers and accountants, whenever they conduct a financial transaction or engage in financial planning. Because European nations dominate the FATF\textsuperscript{111} and many other international organizations, their policies play a critical political role in the design and implementation of the AML/CTFE regime.

Ten days after the September 11 attacks on the United States, officials from the European Union (EU) member states met to show their solidarity. At the meeting, the European Council called for the broadest possible global coalition against terrorism, to act under the auspices of the U.N., and approved over thirty measures to expand the AML/CTFE regime in Europe.\textsuperscript{112} These included agreements to introduce a Europe-wide arrest warrant,\textsuperscript{113} adopt a common definition of terrorism,\textsuperscript{114} create a list of known and presumed terrorists, establish joint investigative teams and make combating terrorism and its financing a higher law enforcement priority,\textsuperscript{115} implement all international AML/CTFE agreements as soon as possible,\textsuperscript{116} and support the Indian proposal to draft a comprehensive U.N. convention on international terrorism.\textsuperscript{117} The Council also called for each member state to establish a Financial Intelligence Unit, a central state agency serving as a clearinghouse for information related to money laundering.\textsuperscript{118}

In 2002, the EU released its first list of terrorists, terrorist organizations, and their supporters, similar to the U.S. list.\textsuperscript{119} The regulations governing the


\textsuperscript{111} See \textsc{Financial Action Task Force on Money Laundering, Members and Observers}, at \url{http://www1.oecd.org/fatf/members_en.htm} (last modified Oct. 6, 2003).


\textsuperscript{113} To enter into force on January 1, 2004. \textsc{Directorate-General, Justice and Home Affairs, European Commission, European Arrest Warrant to Replace Extradition} (2002).


\textsuperscript{116} The six EU members that had not yet signed the International Convention for the Suppression of the Financing of Terrorism by the time of the meeting did so within one month after it. \textsc{See United Nations, Multilateral Treaties Deposited with the Secretary General, Chapter XVIII: Penal Matters, 11, International Convention for the Suppression of the Financing of Terrorism}, at \url{http://untreaty.un.org/ENGLISH/Status/Chapter_xviii/treaty11.asp} (listing signatories) (last modified Nov. 7, 2003).


\textsuperscript{118} See Council Meeting, \textit{supra} note 112; \textsc{Egmont Group of Financial Intelligence Units, Statement of Purpose} (June 13, 2001).

\textsuperscript{119} See Council Regulation (EC) No 881/2002 of 27 May 2002 Imposing Certain Specific Restrictive Measures Directed Against Certain Persons and Entities Associated with Osama bin
EU list, however, also provide for greater safeguards against the mistaken listing of non-terrorists, including checks before listing, an appeals process, and sanctions for wrongly listing entities. They also except from freezing any funds related to everyday living as well as those used to cover legal costs. 120

2. The Americas

In 1996, the Organization of American States (OAS), comprised of all 35 independent nations in the Americas, 121 established the Inter-American Drug Abuse Control Commission, to combat drug abuse, including through AML measures. 122 To that end, the Commission wrote model regulations that include provisions regarding the establishment of Financial Intelligence Units and, after 2002, CTFE measures as well. 123 Also in that year, another OAS body, the Inter-American Committee Against Terrorism, 124 created the Inter-American Convention Against Terrorism, which includes many AML/CTFE provisions such as due diligence and mutual assistance requirements. 125 Together, these bodies operate training seminars, providing technical assistance to OAS member states, and release reports on the current state of the AML/CTFE regime in the Americas. They have also worked with the Inter-American Development Bank to fund member states' efforts to eliminate money laundering and the financing of terrorism. 126

The Caribbean Financial Action Task Force (CFATF), over a decade old, is one of the most active FATF-style regional bodies. 127 Often working together with the Caribbean Anti-Money Laundering Programme, it organizes symposia and training courses for regulators and private sector professionals to increase awareness and expertise within the region about AML and CTFE initiatives. 128 It has also created its own list of 19 Recommendations to mirror those of the


120. See id.


123. INTER-AMERICAN DRUG ABUSE CONTROL COMMISSION, MODEL REGULATIONS CONCERNING LAUNDERING OFFENSES CONNECTED TO ILLICIT DRUG TRAFFICKING AND OTHER SERIOUS OFFENSES (2002).


126. For instance, in May 2001, the bank's Multilateral Investment Fund approved a $1,230,000 grant to assist eight South American countries in their efforts to establish and improve their financial intelligence units. Press Release, Inter-American Development Bank, Multilateral Investment Fund Approves Financing to Fight Money Laundering in Latin America (June 26, 2002).


FATF, but tailored to meet the unique needs of the Caribbean region.\textsuperscript{129} The prime focus of the CFATF, however, has been on drafting and testing typologies of money laundering in the fields of non-bank financial institutions, casinos and the gaming industry, international transactions; cyberspace, illegal trade in guns, free trade zones, and terrorist financing.\textsuperscript{130} These typologies are then used to help craft the FATF's own typology reports.\textsuperscript{131}

### IV. Problems Of Enforcement

#### A. International Concerns

Given the vast changes that occurred with the post-September 11 merging of the AML and CTFE regimes, it was clear that problems would arise. U.S. and international law enforcement agencies have experienced difficulties refocusing their efforts, keeping track of rapid and significant amendments to laws and new regulations, new partnerships and bureaucracies, as well as different perspectives in the international community. Governments, organizations, and institutions have been wary of moving too quickly with the new regime for fear of alienating allies, violating fundamental rights to due process and privacy, and incurring burdensome costs.

With regard to the international politics of the elaboration and implementation of the new AML/CTFE regime, some have claimed that the decision-making process was flawed. This criticism is especially strong in the case of the three simultaneously released blacklists, which arguably suffered from: (1) the exclusion from most of the decision-making process of the very countries that are the targets of the policies; (2) a lack of adequate participation in policy-making and implementation by the private sector; (3) a general lack of transparency in the decision-making process; (4) the apparent use of economic sanctions and coercion in the way of blacklists without binding hard law; (5) deferential and favorable treatment of decision-making members whose own inadequacies have not resulted in blacklisting; (6) the apparent efforts to usurp critical policymaking from democratically elected governments without adequate participation by such governments; and (7) questionable substantive policy design.\textsuperscript{132}

In the United States, the Treasury Department, pursuant to the USA PATRIOT Act, has issued hundreds of pages of complex regulations that force


banks and financial institutions, their counsel, and many other professionals to participate in law enforcement activities and regulatory processes. For instance, section 311, which allows Treasury to punish non-cooperative countries and territories, has the potential to alienate allies of the U.S. CTFE regime. It is highly subjective and thus susceptible to abuse for political purposes other than combating terrorism. Nations in the Americas claim that it is protectionist and aimed at scapegoating offshore financial centers. 133 Still, in April 2003, pursuant to section 311, Treasury issued a notice of proposed rulemaking requiring all U.S. financial institutions to terminate correspondent accounts with banks from the island of Nauru. 134

Concerns have also been raised about the act’s effect on remittances, $15 to $20 billion of which are sent annually from the U.S. to Latin America and the Caribbean, mostly by immigrants who return money to their families. 135 Latin American immigrants living in the United States transfer an average of $250 home to their native countries eight to ten times annually. 136 In fact, the present value of remittances to Latin America exceeds levels of official development assistance. 137 However, they are costly; transfer fees frequently amount to 20% of the sum being sent. 138 The act could make them even more expensive. Further, identification of U.S. immigrant customers can be difficult because many customers do not have reliable identification documents. 139 The Mexican Government has instituted a program to regularize identification issues, but U.S. states have not reacted uniformly. 140 Treasury must find the proper balance between achieving national security and law enforcement objectives, and leaving financial institutions free to serve their remittance customers at a reasonable price. 141

As a result of the new laws, regulations, and lists of terrorists and persons assisting and associated with them, law enforcement agencies are investigating and prosecuting a host of individuals and entities. In assessing the success of AML/CTFE actions, the U.S. government cites the number of freezes, seizures,

136. Id; see also ROBERTO SURO, ET AL., BILLIONS IN MOTION: LATINO IMMIGRANTS, REMITTANCES AND BANKING (2002).
138. Bair, supra note 135.
139. Robyn Lamb, Montgomery County Officials Ask All Banks in County to Accept Hispanic Gov’t ID’s, DAILY RECORD, May 28, 2003.
141. Bair, supra note 135.
and forfeitures, as well as the number of searches, prosecutions, and convictions they bring about.\textsuperscript{142} Essentially, this is an attempt to justify their work, but the measures can be misleading, falsely providing a sense of accomplishment when perhaps little of significance has actually been achieved.\textsuperscript{143} While the United States and the international community may be able to disrupt some terrorist cells through CTFE actions, by itself the strategy has enormous limitations. Unlike those who engage in crimes such as the trafficking of narcotics or persons, terrorists are not generally motivated by and do not need much money—just a handful of dedicated amateurs can perpetrate great terror.\textsuperscript{144} The Unabomber phenomenon demonstrated the ease with which one person without any network or money can wreak havoc for years.

Another issue affecting the success of the U.S. CTFE regime is the degree to which the international community is willing to commit to and cooperate with it. Whereas U.S. export control rules are largely unilateral,\textsuperscript{145} the United States will need to rely more on international organizations and foreign governments to design, administer, and enforce sustainable AML and CFTE mechanisms.\textsuperscript{146} In this regard, the executive orders and the USA PATRIOT Act pose serious problems. To succeed, U.S. prosecutors will need to exercise much discretion and diplomacy.

\section*{B. Case Studies\textsuperscript{147}}

The United States has continued to add persons linked to Al Qaeda to its list of terrorists and terrorist supporters, including a number of charitable organizations, businesses, and individuals with close contacts to governments in the Middle East and Central Asia.\textsuperscript{148} Early additions included three seemingly innocent businesses said to be Al Qaeda fronts: Al-Hamati Sweets Bakeries, Al-

Nur Honey Press Shops, and Al-Shifa Honey Press. Mahmud Abu al-Fatuh Muhammad, the owner of Al-Shifa, has been linked to the Islamic Cultural Institute in Milan, which U.S. officials characterize as "the main Al Qaeda station house in Europe" and which is allegedly used to "facilitate the movement of weapons, men and money across the world."  

Another politically sensitive entity included on the list is the Rabita Trust, a Pakistani charity of which Pakistan's President General Pervez Musharraf was a board member. The United States had warned Musharraf of the impending order and encouraged him to disassociate himself from the organization beforehand. Top Pakistani officials helped to establish Rabita, which aids resettled refugees from Bangladesh. According to a Pakistani news account, the Rabita Trust is affiliated with a much larger and better-known charity, usually called Rabita Alam-e-Islami, or the Muslim World League, which is headquartered in the holy city of Mecca and operates a multi-billion dollar budget contributed to by many wealthy Saudis. But Rabita is also headed by Wa'el Hamza Jalaibani, whom the U.S. Department of the Treasury characterized as the "logistics chief" and co-founder of Al Qaeda.

Lebanon's Prime Minister, Rafik Hariri, refused U.S. requests to freeze assets belonging to Hezbollah, which his government claimed is a movement of national liberation and not a terrorist organization. Syrian President Bashar al-Assad explained that his nation held the same view. British officials said they would only freeze the assets of Hezbollah's external security organization, which they considered a terrorist arm, but would not act against its political and social activities. Another controversial group, Hamas, gained notoriety for suicide bombings against Israel but is also recognized for its charitable work in education and health. Abdel Aziz Bouteflika, the Algerian president, expressed approval of CTFE actions but qualified his support by excluding Arab groups fighting Israel from any definition of terrorists.

The U.S. terrorist list also includes Saudi businessman Yasin al Qadi, also known as Yasin Kadi, a former director of the Muwafiq Foundation, or Blessed

150. Kahn & Miller, supra note 148.
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153. Id.
154. See Lebanon Refuses Plea by U.S. to Name Hezbollah as Terrorists, N.Y. TIMES, Nov. 9, 2001, at B3 (mentioning separate statements by Lebanon President Emile Lahoud and the cabinet that Hezbollah is waging a legitimate campaign against Israeli occupation of Arab land).
155. Thor Valdmanis, Militant Group: Israelis are Terrorists, Not Us, USA TODAY, Nov. 5, 2001, at 6A.
156. Harvey Morris & Gareth Smyth, Lebanon Set to Refuse to Freeze Terror Assets, FIN. TIMES, Nov. 8, 2001, at 8.
157. See id.
Relief, whose trustees have included some of Saudi Arabia's most prominent families. Al Qadi is part of a successful merchant family and his interests have extended to banking and diamonds, as well as charity: he endowed Pakistan's largest public hospital and a Saudi women's college.\textsuperscript{159} But the U.S. Treasury Department alleged that Muwafaq sent millions of dollars from Saudi businesses to Osama bin Laden. Before including al Qadi's name, the Bush administration had consulted with European allies, but not with Saudi Arabia, which had informed the United States that it had searched for assets belonging to persons on the original terrorist list but had not been able to locate any. U.S. officials commented that Saudi Arabia had yet to formally instruct its banks to expeditiously seize such assets if they were found, and hence, they doubted the thoroughness of any purported search.\textsuperscript{160} Nonetheless, although U.S. officials contemplated listing the Muwafaq Foundation itself, they compromised by only listing al Qadi.\textsuperscript{161}

Al Qadi is now suing in the European Court of Justice to have his name removed from the list because there has been no independent review of the evidence against him.\textsuperscript{162} Among other arguments, he alleges the British Government breached the Human Rights Act by depriving him of the use and enjoyment of his properties and interfering "in a most grave and serious" way with his private life. In a statement to the court, al Qadi said he had never financially or otherwise supported any terrorist activities or any terrorist group or individual. In addition, he claimed that his inclusion on the list has caused him serious personal and professional prejudice and damage.\textsuperscript{163}

Two other organizations whose assets the U.S. government blocked were Al Taqwa and Al Barakaat.\textsuperscript{164} The networks did business in over forty countries, including the United States, and, according to the White House, raised, managed, and distributed funds for Al Qaeda, arranged for the shipment of weapons, and provided terrorist supporters with Internet service, secure telephone communications, intelligence, and instructions.\textsuperscript{165}

Al Taqwa was a worldwide investment company that owned a bank in the Bahamas, as well as factories and other industrial plants. It offered thousands of clients investments that did not offend Islamic law, which forbids charging interest or owning anything connected with alcohol, weapons, gambling, or adultery. Youssef Nada, Al Taqwa's owner and a naturalized Italian citizen, denied any
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association with or assistance to terrorists.\textsuperscript{166} He pointed out that the Swiss Banking Commission had audited his firm and found no evidence of money laundering or allowing other entities to use the company as a front. Nonetheless, the United States worked with its international allies to detain Nada for questioning, raid his offices, and seize records and money.\textsuperscript{167} He is still under investigation for links to Al Qaeda and Saddam Hussein, the former leader of Iraq.\textsuperscript{168}

Al Barakaat became the largest remittance company in Somalia, a nation with no formal banking system and limited alternative sources of foreign exchange, by using an informal system to allow Somali expatriates to send money home to relatives.\textsuperscript{169} The United States began scrutinizing Al Barakaat after it placed Al Itihaad, an Islamic Somali group, on a prior terrorist list. Despite rumors that Al Itihaad had connections with Al Qaeda and operating bases in Somalia, there was no concrete evidence.\textsuperscript{170} Business partners found Al Barakaat a model corporation, perfectly honest and transparent in its accounts. The management of Al Barakaat claimed that its records proved their innocence.\textsuperscript{171} Nonetheless, the United States pressured its allies, including the Bahamas, the United Arab Emirates, Liechtenstein, and other European nations, to disrupt Al Barakaat’s operations. Its funds were frozen, its offices raided, and an employee arrested.\textsuperscript{172} These actions forced the company to close, leaving behind a Somali remittance crisis and multi-million dollar debts to local Somalis and U.S. companies.\textsuperscript{173}

Similarly, when the United States transmitted its list of terrorists to the United Nations, the Swedish government objected and insisted on reviewing the cases of three Swedish citizens whom the United States had included as associates of Al Barakaat.\textsuperscript{174} Pursuant to Resolution 1373, the Swedish government froze the accounts of the three Somali-born men, but it also requested means to ascertain whether or not they were guilty and how to provide some rule of law for reviewing the possibility that the men had, as they claimed, merely trans-

\textsuperscript{166} Donald G. McNeil, Jr., \textit{Italian Arab Is Perplexed by Swiss Raid}, \textit{N.Y. Times}, Nov. 8, 2001, at B8. Nada said he was a victim of guilt by association because he sometimes did business with members of the bin Laden family and is a member of the Egyptian Muslim Brotherhood. The Brotherhood is, however, not a violent group. Indeed, it has been criticized for renouncing \textit{jihad}, has members in the Egyptian parliament, and is not listed by the United States as a terrorist organization. \textit{Id.}
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ferred funds to their families in Somalia. The Swedish government also asked the sanctions committee of the U.N. Security Council to review their inclusion.175

The case attracted much attention in Sweden at a time when Europeans were criticizing the United States for what they saw as human rights and due process violations, especially in relation to U.S. treatment of prisoners of war. Prominent Swedes began to collect funds for the group’s legal fees in defiance of the sanctions, which not only require the freezing of funds, but also prohibit business deals with, or the channeling of funds to, persons on the list. A prominent Swedish attorney rose to represent the men, all respected citizens free of criminal records, and the candidacy of one of them, Abdirisak Aden, in the 2000 Swedish elections, brought additional publicity to the case.176

Sweden’s action focused attention on the lack of any judicial review of the inclusion of persons on the terrorist lists and any recourse to unfreeze assets.177 The French government urged the Security Council to establish basic rules on CTFE efforts, including specific criteria for imposing sanctions, such as a direct link with Al Qaeda or the Taliban, and a mechanism for regularly reviewing the list. But the United States opposed both the Swedish review and the French initiative because it felt that explaining the basis for an entity’s inclusion on the list would endanger its ability to gather further intelligence.178

Eventually, the United States gave in and removed Aden and four other persons from the list.179 Additionally, the U.S. government agreed to alleviate some of the harsh effect of its sanctions, in part by considering the appeals of governments whose citizens found themselves on the U.N. terrorist list.180 The U.N. then instituted evidentiary requirements for listing allegedly terrorist entities and an appeals procedure providing for the removal of contested names from the list.181 Within the United States, the three-volume report of the Judicial Review Commission, established by Congress to review legal issues in U.S. export control laws, discussed in detail the due process concerns raised by the blacklisting of alleged terrorists without judicial review and recommending

175. Id.
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177. Furthermore, countries in which terrorist funds may be frozen sometimes do not permit unfreezing without a court decision holding that the funds are not the instrumentalities and/or proceeds of crime. In Switzerland, funds are frozen and tied up for decades when governments allege them to be the proceeds of crime but then cannot ultimately show that they actually are. See Roger Thurow, Frozen Terrorist Funds May Not Thaw Easily, WALL ST. J., Nov. 14, 2001, at A.1.
changes in the law to allow for it.\textsuperscript{182} Still, all three Swedish men have brought suit in the European Court of Justice, complaining they were listed without due process of law.\textsuperscript{183}

Over 150 nations, including Saudi Arabia, have publicly supported the CTFE regime.\textsuperscript{184} The public designation of terrorists and terrorist supporters, and the blocking of their abilities to transmit and receive funds through international financial institutions, have been critical elements in the CTFE regime.\textsuperscript{185} So far, the U.S. list has been updated more than 39 times and it currently includes almost 330 persons and organizations. With it, the U.S. government has frozen over $136.8 million.\textsuperscript{186} Still, the decision whether or not to include certain organizations on the lists reflects the fine line the U.S. government must walk between putting pressure on Muslim nations, such as Saudi Arabia and Pakistan, to work to drain terrorist finances, and not alienating those allies.

V.

CONCLUSION

During the last three or four years, governments and international organizations continued their active efforts to increase regulatory and criminal enforcement to stem the tide of transnational crime. These efforts were reflected in the criminalization of various business and financial transactions, the imposition of new due diligence measures on the private sector and the concomitant weakening of privacy and confidentiality laws, and strengthened penalties for non-compliance with regulatory efforts against the private sector and governments. These anti-money-laundering measures were brought into the fold of the counter-terrorism financial enforcement scheme following the September 11, 2001, terrorist attacks. Together, AML and CTFE regulations have coalesced into one regime constituting a new global financial architecture. How well this regime has fared, and how it can be improved, is the subject of the following discussion. I first relate my personal experiences as an international corporate lawyer and then offer my analysis on the current and future regimes.

A. The Role of an International Corporate Lawyer

The rapid pace of change in AML and CTFE law makes it difficult for international corporate lawyers to keep up with all the new regulations. For instance, two or three years ago the International Monetary Fund and World Bank had no money laundering departments or staff with an AML background. Now they both have both. New counsel must set new policies for the interna-
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tional financial institutions, evaluate compliance by governments, and help provide technical assistance to governments in terms of drafting and critiquing AML laws, institutions, and overall AML regimes. Recently, the International Finance Corporation, an IMF/World Bank Group entity, hired its first counsel to specialize in AML law, who must practically start from scratch in achieving those objectives.

In my own practice, I spend much of my time evaluating national and international laws, advising on due diligence and voluntary disclosures for big transactions, conducting audits of companies, and checking whether a potential transaction with an entity may violate the prohibitions on doing business with one of the thousands of persons named on one of the many blacklists. And all of this in some fairly gray areas of the law. Increasingly, I work with foreign lawyers whose clients are about to receive a large inheritance or make a gift, or otherwise transfer money to family members. But they are uncertain as how to conduct a transaction within the confines of the myriad rules and often want advice on the AML and reporting rules before they or their clients do so. Working with multinational corporations can also present exciting challenges as they are accustomed to aggressive business and tax planning and yet cannot afford to violate AML and CTFE laws because the cost of a criminal conviction, or even defending a prosecution, is enormous.

Foreign governments that rely on offshore financial centers as a significant part of their economy are inherently tricky to work for now that they are reviled throughout the AML and CTFE spheres. On a few occasions I have represented criminal defendants accused of money laundering offenses due to their alleged abuse of offshore financial center vehicles. The U.S. government has also hired me a number of times to serve as a consultant and expert witness in cases involving abusive transactions at offshore financial centers. In one case, I consulted and served as an expert witness for a person who was fired for reporting too much wrongdoing while conducting an audit of a large broker-dealer's money laundering; he brought an arbitration action for wrongful dismissal.

In addition to the increased risk of liability, the vast number of gray areas in AML and CTFE law, especially at the nexus of U.S. and international and foreign law, also allow ample opportunity for corporations, their executives, and their inside and outside counsel and accountants, to conduct the same aggressive business and tax planning they engaged in before. For instance, corporate inversions to Bermuda with the use of tax treaty intermediaries in Luxembourg or Barbados and aggressive use of transfer pricing can still be accomplished. Indeed, despite the rapid growth of the new regime, the ease with which these transactions can be completed has increased due to inadequate regulatory oversight and insufficient leadership from the U.S. government.
B. Improving the AML/CTFE Regime

Unilateral action can present difficulties for international cooperation. In the days before September 11, the Bush administration gained the ire of much of the international community by rejecting numerous international proposals, even those to which the United States was already a party. These included the proposed U.N. convention on trafficking in small arms, the treaties banning landmines and atomic/biological/chemical weapons, the 1972 Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty with Russia, the nuclear test ban, the accord to establish the International Criminal Court, and the Kyoto accord on global warming. Following the attacks, the administration’s designation of its prisoners in the “war on terror” as “enemy combatants,” as well as its invasion of Iraq, prompted further international consternation.

What is necessary is a comprehensive approach to AML and CTFE efforts through a genuine and effective multilateral policy. The current mix of “hard law” conventions and statutes and “soft law” mutual evaluations provides a good framework for cooperation, so long as proceedings are open to all parties and countermeasures are fairly distributed. In this regard, the recent change at the FATF to allow for a comment period open to all persons prior to revising its Forty Recommendations and the increased collaboration between it and the CFATF have shown promise of an AML/CTFE regime increasingly interested in working with all nations. Further, the establishment of common national institutions along with an international organization composed of representatives of those institutions, such as the Egmont Group of Financial Intelligence Units, greatly fosters cooperation and enhances knowledge.

Thus, international organizations are establishing increasingly more mechanisms to ensure the implementation of their newly created AML and CTFE requirements and to sanction nations, institutions, and persons who do not meet them. In looking at the future we must focus on the basic principles governing international cooperation, global efforts to combat money laundering and terrorist financing, and the rights and interests of persons affected by the AML/CTFE regime. Multilateral conventions must be implemented by international organizations with universal membership and transparent and democratic procedures, and they must mandate and effectively enforce adherence by all nations. Only then can they result in true law enforcement success in combating money laun-
dering and terrorism. But even then they cannot alone root out the underlying causes behind these phenomena, and indeed they can lead to abuses in other areas.

One can see the danger the AML/CTFE regime poses by considering the so-called "war on drugs." One part of the U.S. strategy was the Clinton administration's Plan Colombia, through which the United States, amongst other actions, sold the Colombian military helicopters to spray and destroy crops of narcotics. The plan, supposed to be international in nature and protective of human rights, proved lacking in both regards. President Clinton waived all but one of its human rights provisions in the name of national security. Then European leaders, concerned about the over-militarization of counter-narcotics efforts under the plan, agreed to fund only economic, peace, and human rights programs. Following the attacks of September 11, the Bush administration expanded the plan to include counter-terrorism measures and, in a break with long-standing tradition, allowed Colombia to use the U.S. aid not only for counter-narcotics purposes, but also to combat illegal armed forces. Despite over thirty years of fighting, the U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration is still not winning its "war."

In the AML/CTFE context, the danger is similar. By describing CTFE efforts within the rhetoric of a "war on terrorism" and freezing the funds of suspected terrorists and terrorist "associates" without due process, the United States risks alienating its allies and violating human rights such as the right to privacy. Already, many Arabs and Arab-Americans have pulled their money out of U.S. institutions for fear of it being frozen as terrorist funds. Further, dismantling organizations that have both military and charitable wings, such as Hamas, without simultaneously providing adequate substitutes for the humanitarian assistance they otherwise provide, erodes public confidence in the justice of the cause. A proper balance must be struck between fundamental human rights and national security. In the long run, unless wealthy nations increase basic living standards and democratic institutions in the developing world, it will remain a breeding ground for crime and terrorism, the AML/CTFE regimes there will remain mostly symbolic, and those elsewhere less effective.
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With regard to organized crime and terrorism, there are no silver bullets. The AML/CTFE regime is only one tool of many to respond to these deeply imbedded and powerful phenomena. Transnational terrorism reflects the reality of modern day discontents taking advantage of globalization and technology to employ maximum violence to achieve, as they hope, maximum social change. Organized crime extends from the old gangs of bandits roaming rural highways, through the days of Al Capone, to today’s international traffickers in narcotics, people, firearms, etc.

It will thus take a great deal of time for the new regime to function. The sweeping transformations of law that have been adopted cannot be fully implemented overnight. In the meantime, international legal systems must accommodate the diplomatic tensions that will inevitably arise due to competing national interests and priorities. Perhaps it was wrong to attempt to graft AML regulations onto the new CTFE regime. Since terrorist financing normally involves the disbursement and movement of small amounts of money often derived from legitimate or quasi-legitimate sources, the chances of financial institutions detecting such activities are negligible under a regulatory framework developed for far larger-scale transactions. Although financial institutions may be able to help reduce the funding available to terrorists to a limited extent, they must rely heavily on government terrorist lists to be of use.

Additionally, they must bear the burden of considerable new costs imposed by the ever expanding due diligence requirements, which constitute a quasi-privatization of law enforcement. Financial institutions and their employees, and ever more associated professionals, are on the front line of international efforts to stamp out money laundering, organized crime, and terrorism. To increase the confusion, most nations still have substantial unfinished AML work on all levels (legislative, executive, private, and so on), and now they must rapidly create a complicated CTFE regime out of thin air and attempt to make it comprehensible to the private sector, which is then subject to liability for misinterpreting any gray areas the law may contain. Thus the new AML/CTFE requirements are major resource burdens, both in terms of cost and administrative time and energy, and they come at a time of worldwide recession. Yet there are sanctions for those entities that cannot keep up with the fast pace of change. The degree of success with which governments will meet in their endeavors depends on the level of trust and credibility they can retain with financial institutions, as well as each other.

Thus, a United Nations convention on money laundering could give the AML regime an added boost of authority and quicken the pace of harmonization of national laws. In my view, an essential requirement of a successful AML/CTFE regime is the establishment of an institution with the authority and resources to help regulators and financial institutions on a daily basis to implement and administer rules. This could be the role of an Americas Committee on

199. One prospective solution is to require that future free trade and economic integration arrangements include up-front, as part of the document, more regulatory and enforcement mechanisms.
Crime Problems, which could operate under the auspices of the Organization of American States and be modeled after the Europe Committee on Crime Problems, which functions under the Council of Europe.\textsuperscript{200} It could also facilitate networking among professionals from the private sector, think tanks and academia, as well as government and law enforcement officials, and other stakeholders, in order to start a global community of laws based on shared values and interests.\textsuperscript{201} Interested citizens could use it as a sounding board for their concerns and ideas.

At any rate, a fresh vision is required, one that includes pragmatism and restraint, as well as idealism. This was the sort of leadership Irving Tragen gave as Executive Secretary of the Inter-American Drug Abuse Control Commission. Trained in the law, Irving conceptualized and materialized innovative and visionary mechanisms for policy-making and implementation. Yet he was a diplomat's diplomat. An American, he spoke impeccable Spanish and was culturally sensitive to foreign politicians and dignitaries, always treating them with patience and deference. He knew how to accomplish his objectives in an inclusive manner, earning the trust and respect of the international community. As Irving did, we must roll up our sleeves and work together to develop effective institutions and a civil society in which a comprehensive criminal justice policy, national security, freedom, and good governance are essential and equally valued elements.

\textbf{ABBREVIATIONS}

- AML \quad \text{Anti-Money-Laundering}
- BSA \quad \text{Bank Secrecy Act of 1970}
- CFATF \quad \text{Caribbean Financial Action Task Force}
- CTC \quad \text{Counter-Terrorism Committee}
- CTFE \quad \text{Counter-Terrorism Financial Enforcement}
- EU \quad \text{European Union}
- FATF \quad \text{Financial Action Task Force on Money Laundering}
- FinCEN \quad \text{Financial Crimes Enforcement Network}
- IGO \quad \text{Intergovernmental Organization}
- NCCT \quad \text{Non-Cooperative Country or Territory}
- OAS \quad \text{Organization of American States}


\textsuperscript{201} For a discussion of integration within the intra-Caribbean system and transnational functional relations, for example, in anti-narcotics action, justice and human rights, currencies, finance and banks, see Christoph Möllerleile, \textit{CARICOM INTEGRATION: PROGRESS AND HURDLES}, A EUROPEAN VIEW 84-135 (Fitzroy Fraser trans., 1996).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TFOS</td>
<td>Terrorist Financing Operations Section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.N.</td>
<td>United Nations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA PATRIOT Act</td>
<td>Uniting and Strengthening America by Providing Appropriate Tools Required to Intercept and Obstruct Terrorism Act of 2001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>